‘Unsustainable’ Single-Family
Housing Declared ‘Racist’
The UNs’ Agenda 21, 2030 Agenda and New Urban Agenda policies
intend to end private property rights altogether to flip capitalism and
Free Enterprise into Sustainable Development. This attack is intensifying
throughout America. ⁃ TN Editor
One of the main indicators used by economists to measure the health of
the nation’s economy is housing starts – the number of private homes
being built around the nation. In 2018 housing starts fell in all four
regions of the nation, representing the biggest drop since 2016.
While many economists point to issues such as higher material costs as a
reason for the drop in housing starts, a much more ominous reason may
be emerging. Across the nation, city councils and state legislatures are
beginning to remove zoning protections for single-family neighborhoods,
claiming they are racist discrimination designed to keep certain

minorities out of such neighborhoods. In response to these charges some
government officials are calling for the end of single-family homes in
favor of multiple family apartments.
Minneapolis, Minnesota: the city council is moving to remove
zoning that protects single-family neighborhoods, instead
planning to add apartment buildings in the mix. The mayor
actually said such zoning was “devised as a legal way to keep
black Americans and other minorities from moving into certain
neighborhoods”. Racist, social injustice are the charges
Chicago, Illinois: So-called “affordable housing” advocates have
filed a federal complaint against the longtime tradition of
allowing City Aldermen veto power over most development
proposals in their wards, charging that it promotes
discrimination by keeping low-income minorities from moving
into affluent white neighborhoods. Essentially the complaint
seeks to remove the Aldermen’s ability to represent their own
constituents.
Baltimore, Maryland: The NAACP filed a suit against the city
charging that Section 8 public housing causes ghettos because
they are all put into the same areas of town. They won the suit
and now the city must spend millions of dollars to move such
housing into more affluent neighborhoods. In addition, landlords
are no longer permitted to ask potential tenants if they can
afford the rent on their properties.
Oregon: Speaker of the Oregon House of Representatives Tina
Kotek (D-Portland) is drafting legislation that would end singlefamily zoning in cities of 10,000 or more. She claims there is a
housing shortage crisis and that economic and racial segregation
are caused by zoning restrictions.
Such identical policies don’t just simultaneously spring up across the
country by accident. There is a force behind it. The root of these actions
are found in “fair housing” policies dictated by the federal Housing and
Urban Development Agency (HUD). The affected communities have all
taken HUD grants. There is very specific language in those grants that
suggest single family homes are a cause of discrimination. Specifically,

through the HUD program called Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing
(AFFH), the agency is taking legal action against communities that use
“discriminating zoning ordinances that discourage the development of
affordable, multifamily housing…”. The suits are becoming a widely used
enforcement tool for the agency.
To enforce its social engineering policies HUD demands the following
from communities that have applied for or taken HUD grants:
First, HUD forces the community to complete an “Assessment of
Fair Housing” to identify all “contributing factors” to
discrimination. These include a complete breakdown of race,
income levels, religion, and national origin of every single person
living there. They use this information to determine if the
neighborhood meets a preset “balance,” determined by HUD.
Second, HUD demands a detailed plan showing how the
community intends to eliminate the “contributing factors” to this
“imbalance.”
Once the plan is prepared, then the community is required to
sign an agreement to take no actions that are “materially
inconsistent with its obligation to affirmatively further fair
housing.”
Americans who have grown up experiencing private home ownership as
the root to personal prosperity must quickly learn of the threat of the
HUD/AFFH program. They must fully understand why cities like
Chicago, Minneapolis and Baltimore and states like Oregon have
suddenly announced actions to eliminate single-family home zoning.
These cities have already taken the grant poison and must now comply.
The ultimate government game is to reorganize our cities into massive
urban areas where single-family neighborhoods are replaced by the
Sustainable/Smart Growth model of “Stack and Pack,” wall-to-wall
apartment buildings.
To the frustration of those Sustainablists determined to change our
entire economic system, the legal protection of private property rights
and ownership have proven to be a roadblock for implementation. New

York Mayor William DeBlasio best expressed the frustration of those
driving to control community development when he was quoted in New
York Magazine saying, “What’s been hardest is the way our legal system
is structured to favor private property. I think people all over this city, of
every background, would like to have the city government be able to
determine which building goes where, how high it will be, who gets to
live in it and what the rent will be.”
Most importantly, HUD and its social engineering advocates have sold
these so-called sustainable policies using the well-worn excuse that such
programs are simply to help lower income families to succeed. In fact,
these programs are actually at the very root of why many of them are
NOT succeeding.
Tom DeWeese, President of the American Policy Center, an
internationally recognized private property advocacy groups says, “The
immediate result of eliminating single-family homes and in turn,
destroying private property rights, is to degrade the property values of
the homes so many have worked to build. It used to be called the
American dream. Now it’s labeled racism, discrimination, and social
injustice.”
DeWeese continues, “Eradicating poverty is the most popular excuse for
the expansion of government power. Yet, it’s interesting to note that not
a single government program, from the federal to the local level, offers
any plan for eradicating poverty except the well-worn and unworkable
scheme of wealth redistribution. After decades of following such a failed
policy the only result is that we have more poor.”
Today, as demonstrated in Oregon, Minneapolis, Baltimore and Chicago,
we hear the claims that there is a “housing crisis” and so government
must take a dramatic step to solve the very crisis is has created. As
economist Thomas Sowell has said, “The first lesson of economics is
scarcity: There is never enough of anything to fully satisfy all those who
want it. The first lesson of politics is to disregard the first lesson of
economics.”
Concludes DeWeese, “It is interesting to note that, as private property

ownership shrinks under these misguided policies, so too does the
nation’s wealth. Sustainable policies are at the root of nearly every local,
state, and federal program. Each step diminishes individual freedom,
personal and national prosperity, and the destruction of the hopes and
dream of every American. The American Policy Center is determined to
lead the fight to end this misnamed and disastrous ‘Sustainable’ course
for our country.”

We’re All Trespassers Now In
The Face Of Government Land
Grabs
TN has long claimed that the real end-game of Technocracy is the global
elite capturing the major resources of the planet, all of which is

represented by land: mining, forestry, agriculture, coal, oil, natural gas,
etc. Sustainable Development, aka Technocracy, is 100% anti-property
rights and would have all people owning nothing. ⁃ TN Editor
Think about it.
That house you live in, the car you drive, the small (or not so small)
acreage of land that has been passed down through your family or that
you scrimped and saved to acquire, whatever money you manage to keep
in your bank account after the government and its cronies have taken
their first and second and third cut…none of it is safe from the
government’s greedy grasp.
At no point do you ever have any real ownership in anything other than
the clothes on your back.
Everything else can be seized by the government under one pretext or
another (civil asset forfeiture, unpaid taxes, eminent domain, public
interest, etc.).
The American Dream has been reduced to a lease arrangement in which
we are granted the privilege of endlessly paying out the nose for assets
that are only ours so long as it suits the government’s purposes.
And when it doesn’t suit the government’s purposes? Watch out.
This is not a government that respects the rights of its citizenry or the
law. Rather, this is a government that sells its citizens to the highest
bidder and speaks to them in a language of force.
Under such a fascist regime, the Fifth Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution, which declares that no person shall “be deprived of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private
property be taken for public use, without just compensation,” has
become yet another broken shield, incapable of rendering any protection
against corporate greed while allowing the government to justify all
manner of “takings” in the name of the public good.
Practically anything goes now.
Relying on the U.S. Supreme Court’s 2005 ruling in Kelo v. City of New

London, entire neighborhoods have been seized and bulldozed to make
way for shopping malls, sports complexes and corporate offices.
Indeed, little has prevented the government from bulldozing its way
through the Fifth Amendment in an effort to take from the middle and
lower classes and fatten the coffers of the corporate elite.
For instance, consider the government’s pipeline projects.
All across the country, power companies have been given the green light
to build massive gas and oil pipelines that crisscross the country, cutting
through private and public lands, as well as unspoiled wilderness.
“Yet despite oft-repeated claims by politicians and oil executives about
the danger of relying on foreign oil, this U.S. petroleum renaissance
never was designed to make America energy self-sufficient,” points out
journalist Sandy Tolan. “A growing amount of that oil will end up in
China, Japan, the Netherlands, even Venezuela.”
So much for the public use, huh?
These pipeline projects which are getting underway in a dozen states
have stirred up a hornet’s nest of protests. Not all of the protests that
have arisen in response to these pipeline projects hinge on
environmental concerns.
Some of the protesters are landowners, simple farmers and
homeowners who merely want the government and its corporate
partners-in-crime to keep their grubby paws off their personal property.
In Virginia, for instance, activists have taken to tree sitting—living for
weeks on end in platforms suspended above the ground in trees—as a
form of protest over the devastation that is being wrought by these
pipelines.
These acts of civil disobedience come at a costly price.
Pipeline and forestry officials have been working hard to make life as
difficult as possible for the protesters, allegedly blocking their access to
food and water and medical supplies, shining floodlights into the trees at

all hours of the night, creating ground disturbances to dislodge their
nests, and urging the courts to levy heavy fines for each day that the
work to clear the forests for the pipeline is delayed.
Here’s what one resident of Roanoke, Va., wrote to me about the manner
in which the Mountain Valley Pipeline is being inflicted on his
community:
Our small community has been invaded by private security and a fully
militarized local police department. Mountain Valley Pipeline has
begun cutting trees and has brought in private military contractors
similar to what was used in North Dakota. They are basically using the
power of government to steal this land for private profit. The residents
and land owners of Bent Mountain now find themselves subject to
arrest for walking in their own driveway, taking pictures of the
pipeline companies ever-changing survey lines and path of
destruction, or in more than one case, for confronting MASKED
ARMED MEN ON THEIR PROPERTY IN THE DEAD OF NIGHT. One of
my neighbors was accosted on his own back porch by police for
photographing the MVP surveyors continually moving the corridor of
their easement. I have even had armed private security trespassing on
my property miles away in neighboring Floyd County.
It takes a lot of gall to trespass onto someone’s private property, tear up
their land, cut down their trees, pollute their air and water, prevent
them from moving freely on their own property, threaten them with fines
and arrests for challenging the intrusion, and then force them to pay (by
way of taxes) to retain ownership of the property or sell it cheaply or at a
loss so it can be torn down and used for some purpose that the
government deems more beneficial to its bottom line.
That’s how little respect the government has for our rights.
Read full story here…

